Appendix J  Feature Wall Concepts
“On Tuesday, 22 August 1876, bugles sounded, bands played, steam engines whistled and an artillery salute thundered across the showgrounds. The first Brisbane Exhibition had begun!”

‘Showtime - A History of the Brisbane Exhibition’ by Joanne Scott and Ross Laurie, 2008; and RNA Archives

“The crowd approaching EKKA grows thicker and fills with anticipation as you move closer to the epicentre of activity. The retaining wall attempts to capture the journey of people arrive for the show. The excitement and activity of a crowd gathering to celebrate.”
Brick Wall

- Planting bed against wall with low planting bed and climbers
- Shelter with seating and bench
- Tree planting to provide shade to path
- Brick relief pattern increasing in depth and intensity
- Additional detail through change in bond

Plan 1:250 @ A1

Elevation 1:250 @ A1

NOTES
1. Do not scale drawings. Written dimensions govern.
2. All dimensions are in millimetres unless noted otherwise.
Perforations
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Elevation 1:250 @ A1

Picperf steel wall - Black powdercoat

3-20mm perforations

Intensity of perforations gradually decreasing